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What's New
KT 4th Annual Conference

Media Appearance at ARY Zindagi

Workshop on 'ABCs' of Learning
Disabilities'

Morning Show at Dawn News

Winter Wonder Camp

Mind Body Wellness Yoga

Welcome to our Newsletter
Kazim Trust hosted its 4th Annual Conference on
the topic of ‘The Distracted Mind: Our Primitive
Brain in a High-Tech World’ at Medical School
Auditorium, Aga Khan University on 22
December 2018. A dynamic list of speakers
along with a panel of highly informative guests
shared their knowledge with the audience about
learning disabilities and ADHD among children
and how it connects with our conference main
topic.
The month also saw a workshop conducted at
Kazim Trust on the ‘ABC’s of Learning
Disabilities’
The team of Kazim Trust were also featured on a
TV channel ARY’s morning show ‘Salam
Zindagi’ for a program based on Dyslexia.
Our senior clinical psychologist was invited by
DAWN TV News show, ‘Chai, Toast aur Host’,
in a program titled ‘Farq Parta Hai’ to talk about
‘invisible
disabilities’
that
also
included
awareness about other learning disabilities.
A ‘Winter Wonder Camp’ this month was also
organised for children that consisted of different
therapeutic activities that helped them with social
learning as well as incorporating fun in the
process of therapy.
Towards the end of the month Kazim Trust
arranged an outdoor activity of a ‘Mind Body
Wellness’ yoga session at Frere Hall for children
to better manage their stress and concentration.

KT 4th Annual Conference
Kazim Trust hosted its 4th Annual Conference on the topic of ‘The Distracted
Mind: Our Primitive Brain in a High-Tech World’ at Medical School
Auditorium, Aga Khan University on 22 December 2018. The essential agenda
of the conference was to highlight that how high technology with rapid
advancement in information flow and delivery affects our lives every second.
This constant information that we are subjected to on a daily basis from social
media and other sources places a stress on our brains which are not designed
for this volume of constant data flow.
We addressed this challenge by identifying behavioral modification strategies in
the context of neuroscience and psychology in this high-tech world can help to
better prepare our 'Primitive Brain' for this ‘always on and connected’ era that
we live in.
Participants from different fields and professional backgrounds attended the
conference which also included parents and care-providers of children with
learning and behavioral challenges, teachers and educators, healthcare
professionals and students with a social science, psychology or medical
background.
Speakers such as Mr. Kazim Anwar (Founder Trustee), Dr. Asma Sadiq
(Developmental Behavioral Pediatrics), Mr. Asad Rezzvi CEO of Veritas
Ventures, Trainer, Consultant and thought-leader, Mr. Sohail Zindani;
Educational Child Psychologist, Ms. Areesa Chinoy; Chief Executive Officer at
Yogi Wajahat Institute, Mr. Yogi Wajahat (Dean and Director of Institute of
Professional Psychology, Bahria University) and Dr. Zainab Zadeh were
requested to all present at our conference.
Our Founder Trustee, Mr. Kazim Anwar also shared his own journey and
valuable insights on time management via two insightful presentations which
resounded well with the overall theme of our conference.

A panel discussion which comprised of Dr. Neelofer Vazir (Chair of the Panel)
and member of the Board of Advisors of Kazim Trust, Ms. Faiza Faisal
(Certified Dyslexia Practitioner), Dr. Qudsia Tariq (Professor of Psychology at
University of Karachi, Dr. Ayesha Mian (Chair of Psychiatry Department
(AKUH), Dr. Jawwad Shams (Director-FAST National University), Ms. Rehmat
Ebrahim (Corporate Trainer), helped to address questions from the audience
regarding our conference topic.
The following themes were discussed extensively at the conference with
insightful presentations to accompany them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Disability – A Mystery to Understand
Ages to Stages – Developmental Changes in Neuro Disabilities
Disability – A Hope through Discovery
The Unique Brain
Behavior Challenges – Why Children behave the way they do?
Strategies to Manage your Child in the World of Technology
Yoga – Pathway to Mind & Body Wellness

The conference was concluded by our honorable chief guest, Ms. Sheema
Kermani, a prominent Pakistani social activist who talked about how she utilizes
dance and music as a medium to express her inner state and the way music
and drama therapy can be used for children as a freedom of expression.
The conference also included an impressive display of poster presentations
and abstracts from topics regarding Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,
Learning Disorders, Behavioral Problems among Children and Behavior
Modification Techniques.
Two winners were announced in the poster competition with 1st prize awarded
for ‘Cell Phone Addiction and Interpersonal Skills of Young Adults’ and the 2nd
prize to ‘Reducing the Frequency of Self-Talking Behavior with Applied
Behavior Analysis’.
The event was also covered by various media channels like Geo News,
Express News, FM 107 and Daily News Pakistan.

KT 4th Annual Conference

Practical demonstration of yoga exercise by Mr Yogi Wajahat

An interactive Panel Discussion

KT Advisory member Dr. Ayesha Mian addressing the questions of
the audience

An audience member presenting her query to the speakers

Our Founder Trustee Mr Kazim Anwar sharing his experiences

KT Team along with our guests and volunteers

Morning Show at ARY Zindagi
Our team members, Ms. Farah Aftab (KT senior clinical psychologist) and Ms.
Batool Najam (KT clinical psychologist) appeared on an ARY TV channel
morning show – ‘Salaam Zindagi’ for a program featuring Dyslexia.
The show focused on spreading awareness about learning disabilities along
with information about institutes in Pakistan that provide services to help people
with such conditions.
The program narrated the journey of the host whilst he suffered from a learning
disability with an aim to encourage people for disclosing their disability as to be
able to hence change it into an ability. The show aired live on 14 Dec and was
able to generate awareness about learning disabilities and how Kazim Trust is
creating a social impact on a larger scale.

Click here for Video

KT Team at 'Salaam Zindagi' program on ARY Zindagi

Media Appearance at ARY Zindagi

Workshop on 'Learning Disabilities'
A workshop, ‘ABC’s of Learning Disabilities’ was held on 1 December at
Kazim Trust focusing on the application of behavioral techniques for children

suffering from learning disabilities.
The workshop was conducted for people of different fields ranging from
teachers to students and professional mental health workers. This workshop
provided a platform for individuals to understand the symptoms and
management of learning disabilities. It also provided them a chance to visit
Kazim Trust and to gain an insight on the range of services that we provide.

Our senior clinical psychologist addressing questions regarding Learning
Disabilities

KT team along with participants

Media Appearance at Dawn News
Ms. Farah Aftab (KT senior clinical psychologist) also made an appearance on
DAWN News show: ‘Chai, Toast aur Host’, in a segment titled ‘Farq Parta
Hai’ to talk about invisible disabilities that also included awareness about
Learning Disabilities.
She also discussed ways in which Kazim Trust helps towards the management
of such conditions and other behavioral problems among children. The show
was well received by the audience with strong positive feedback from our
followers on social media.

Click here to watch the video

Our senior clinical psychologist Ms Farah Aftab at Dawn News

Wonder Winter Camp
A Winter Wonder Camp from held from 24 December 2018 to 1 January 2019
for children. We highlighted different therapeutic activities that helped these
children with social learning as well as incorporating fun in the process of
therapy.
The camp comprised of the following activities:
Pot Painting & Plantation
Children were asked to paint the pot accordingly to their wish and asked to sow
a seed inside while watering them. The purpose of this activity was to make
them one with nature and to make our environment green and pollution free.
They also learned how to take care of plants and why plants are essential for
our environment.
Scavenger Hunt
The session started with the exercise with an aim to keep the body warm and fit
while helping to sharpen focus and attention. A scavenger hunt was then
initiated in which some shapes were hidden which were to be located with the
help of different clues. It helped the kids to identify and learn about objects

indirectly with different descriptions.
Candle Making
The day started with the decoration of glass for a candle wax activity and then
transitioned into the creation of new candles by melting old broken candles and
adding colors to enhance them. This activity helped children learn the concept
of recycling along with increasing their concentration skills.
Scrabble
A Scrabble game in which children had to construct words out of different
alphabets also took place. It was a fun activity which also helped to increase
vocabulary skills whilst enjoying the process of learning.
Parents were also invited at the certificate distribution ceremony at the end of
the event.

Kids enjoying the winter camp with our intern

Mind Body Wellness Yoga
Towards the end of the month, Kazim Trust arranged an outdoor activity of
‘Mind Body Wellness’ yoga at Frere Hall for children. The session involved
breathing and relaxation techniques, laughter therapy and meditation. These
activities helped teach management techniques for stress management and
increasing concentration.
The children were also engaged in an activity to channel their creativity

positively where they collected items from park and combined them together to
create art structures and express their thoughts through their creation.

Internalizing mindfulness through Yoga

KT Team with our kids

We hope you enjoyed this version of our newsletter. Please check our
website for events that we have planned on www.kazimadhdtrust.org
We would love to hear from you.
Please write to us at info@kazimadhdtrust.org if you would like to speak to one
of our team members to participate in any future events or would just like some
general information on the services Kazim Trust provides.
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